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Partnerships and membership
It’s been 70 years this fall since the French Institute first opened in 

Edinburgh, making it one of the very first partners of the Edinburgh 

International and Fringe festival. Our substantial and successful 

contribution to the 2016 edition of the festivals is a proof of our ongoing 

involvement in Scottish international culture life.

Partnerships are a trademark of all our cultural endeavours. It is 

therefore my great pleasure to welcome new partners who are helping 

us developing our programme and offers. One of the French founders of 

expert merchant company L’Art du vin, Richard Bouglet, together with 

the consulate’s very own chef, Yohann Roy, will bring you the “best of 

French wine and cuisine” in the form of practical training and tasting 

workshops. The universities of Edinburgh and St Andrews inaugurate 

our rebranded “Parenthèses (histoire)” series with accessible top 

academic insight and, together with our pioneering “correspondents” at 

the University of Aberdeen, will now be home to the first of our French 

Institute “hors les murs” groups of members.

Membership is essential to the operation of this cultural centre. 

Unlike other institutions, such as our cousins and friends at Alliance 

Française Glasgow, we are not governed by a board since we are part 

of the French embassy in the United Kingdom. However we remain 

very much member driven and funded. This is why we feel particularly 

grateful for the renewed commitment of the Society of Friends, who 

gather individual donors and business partners’ support for some of 

our key actions, such as the coming relaunch of our online services. 

This is also why we are developing the aforementioned relays outside 

Edinburgh (with more to come) and why some free events such as our 

popular cinema screenings will now be offered to our members only. 

Membership rates, individual or through the correspondent-led groups 

(starting at £10 only), have been redesigned to be even more affordable 

for all. It’s time to join really !

Emmanuel Cocher
Consul general of France in Edinburgh and Glasgow
Director, French Institute in Scotland
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3 November - 8 December 2016 
The only Festival of Francophone Films in the UK 
 

 

 

Bienvenue and welcome to the 24th edition of 
the French Film Festival UK, an annual showcase 
of the crême de la crême of Francophone cinema, 
in leading cinemas throughout the UK 

Edinburgh Filmhouse / Edinburgh Dominion 

10 Nov-27 Nov 

www.frenchfilmfestival.org.uk 
 
Manal Issa in Parisienne / Peur de rien by Danielle Arbid 
 



SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

CÉLÉBRATION

EUROPEAN DAY OF 
LANGUAGES
By the European Commission
Sat 24 Sept from 13:30 to 16:00
Organised by the European Commission, this unique day 
aims at celebrating the diversity of languages in Europe. 
The event will include a presentation on languages in 
Europe at 2pm, and language tasters at 2.30pm, 3pm 
and 3.30pm. French, Gaelic, German, Italian, Polish and 
Spanish will be offered. Come and try one or all of them! 
Tea and coffee will be served from 1.30pm. 
Admission free.

PARENTHÈSE (HISTOIRE)

MASS MURDER DURING THE 
ITALIAN WARS (1494-1559)
By Dr Stephen Bowd (in English, 90 mins)
Tue 27 Sept at 18:00  
Dr Stephen Bowd, reader in European History at the 
University of Edinburgh will provide an overview of mass 
murder during the Italian Wars which followed the French 
invasion of Italy in 1494 and will show how vindicatory and 
vindictive motives drove both soldiers and non-combatants 
towards violence which horrified contemporaries.
Admission free. Please book in advance.

FAMILY SATURDAY

PAPER TOY
By Emily Calme and Catherine Guiat
(in French, 120 mins)
Sat 1 October at 14:00  
What if, with a single sheet of paper, you were able to create 
a 3D miniature world? Give free rein to your imagination 
and creativity and show us how talented you are with a pair 
of scissors during this fun and lively paper toy activity, all 
in French!
£4 per child / Parents go free.

SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

CONFÉRENCE

LEARNING TO SEE THE POWER OF 
WOMEN : CULTURAL ENCOUNTERS 
BETWEEN PAST AND PRESENT
Organised by Dr. Séverine Genieys-Kirk
Sat 10 Sept from 10:00 to 17:30
As part of a compelling three-day conference held at the 
University of Edinburgh about the power of women in 
Europe and America, International feminist scholars will 
be at the Institut français to discuss the representation 
of queens in historiography and films as well as early 
modern women contribution to artistic creations.  
Admission free. Please book in advance.

CINÉMA

RÊVES D’OUVRIÈRES
By Phuong Thao Tran 
(2006, 52 mins in Vietnamese with English subtitles)
Tue 13 Sept at 18:00  / Wed 14 Sept at 13:00
The documentary follows the life of Vietnamese women 
who left their villages to find a job as a worker in a 
Japanese industrial area. An intimate and powerful 
glimpse into women’s daily life, their working conditions 
and views on a globalised world. Tuesday’s screening 
introduced by Martine Pierquin from the University of 
Edinburgh and followed by a discussion.
Admission free.

CÉLÉBRATION

DOORS OPEN DAY
Sat 24 Sept from 10:00 to 16:00
Let’s celebrate together the Edinburgh Doors Open Day! 
The Institut français and the Free French House, official 
residence of the Consul general on Regent Terrace, will 
reveal all their secrets. Discover these magnificent Georgian 
houses and learn more about their famous inhabitants.
Admission free.

MEMBERS 
ONLY

MEMBERS 
ONLY



SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

WINE AND GASTRONOMY

RETOUR DE VENDANGES 
RHODANIENNES 
By Richard Bouglet & Yohann Roy (in French & 
English, 120 mins)
Thu 13 October at 18:00
Let’s give a warm welcome to our new wine connoisseur, 
Richard Bouglet, who has just gone back from a training 
at one of his favourite organic producer from Châteauneuf-
du-Pape. Enjoy a glass of some of the finest wines from the 
Rhône Valley while Richard tells you all the tips he learnt 
during this exciting immersion week. The tasting includes 
a selection of small dishes prepared by Yohann Roy to 
accompany the wines.  
Admission £25 (20). Please book in advance. 

CONFÉRENCE

FERDINAND DE SAUSSURE:
LA LÉGENDE ET LES 
PEUPLES EN EUROPE 
By Claire Joubert (in French, 90 mins)  
Thu 20 October at 18:00 
Marking the centenary of Ferdinand de Saussure’s Cours 
de linguistique générale in 2016, Claire Joubert, professor 
of English literature at Université Paris 8, presents some 
of the Swiss linguist’s less famous works as an ethnologist 
and folklorist, exploring and theorising some of the social 
and cultural themes that, still nowadays, remain some 
of the biggest worries of the Europeans: what exactly 
defines the peoples and how to conceptualise the notion 
of people, between globalisation, migrations and new 
forms of populism?  In association with the Diaspolinks 
Research Group and the University of Edinburgh’s French 
department. 
Admission free. Please book in advance.

SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

PARENTHÈSE (MUSIQUE)

WORKING WITH SOUND
By Fiona Robertson & Pete Stollery (in French, 
90 mins)
Wed 5 Oct at 18:00  
New music seen from two perspectives: that of a sound 
artist and his quest to get people to listen more, and that 
of a promoter and producer supporting the creation and 
diffusion of new work. With Fiona Robertson, Director of 
the Sound Festival and its Chair and composer, Professor 
Pete Stollery from the University of Aberdeen.
Admission free. Please book in advance.

EXHIBITION

FALSE TOWNS/AT TWILIGHT
By Yohanne Lamoulère and Franck Pourcel
7 October - 26 November
This is a photography encounter between two photographers 
from Marseille who both captured a city at the threshold 
of modernity.  Between memory and sense of place, 
demolition and major construction, this exhibition is a 
striking insight into Glasgow’s twin city. Curated by Street 
Level Photoworks, as part of the Institute for Photography 
in Scotland Season of Photography 2016.  
Admission free.

CINÉMA

RIDICULE
By Patrice Leconte  
(1995, 90 mins in French with English subtitles)         
Tue 11 Oct at 18:00  / Wed 12 Oct at 13:00
At the court of Louis XVI, wit is the ultimate weapon 
against the mortal enemy of all noblemen: le ridicule. 
When Grégoire Ponceludon de Malavoy decides to go 
to Versailles to meet the King to save his farmers from 
unhealthy marsh, he soon finds out that conspiracy, 
rivalry and betrayal reign supreme in Versailles. Tuesday’s 
screening introduced by Martine Pierquin from the 
University of Edinburgh. 
Admission free. 

MEMBERS 
ONLY

In partnership with



Un escalier de palais, Emmanuel Brune ‘False towns’ , Yohanne Lamoulère  

Tahar Rahim and Victor Cabal in Le Père Noël Family Saturday, Paris en gommettes



SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER / NOVEMBER/DECEMBERSEPTEMBER / OCTOBER / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

FAMILY SATURDAY

SORCIÈRES, SORCIÈRES
By Emily Calme and Catherine Guiat
(in French, 120 mins)
Sat 29 October at 14:00  
It’s that time of the year when witches take their 
broomstick out of the attic and fly over Edinburgh to 
spread their stories... While we keep our ears open, enjoy 
an all-in-French Halloween workshop and join us for an 
unsettling story-telling session of the best witch stories 
we managed to catch! 
£4 per child / Parents go free

PARENTHÈSE (ARCHITECTURE)

UNESSENTIAL COLOURS: 
A HISTORY OF COLOUR IN FRENCH 
ARCHITECTURAL DRAWINGS 
(1500-1900)
By Basile Baudez (in French, 90 mins)
Thu 3 November at 17:30
To celebrate the year of Innovation, Architecture and 
Design 2016, we are delighted to welcome Basile Baudez, 
lecturer in history heritage at University Paris Sorbonne. 
Architectural historians have focused on the history of 
drawing as one of project design tools.  By applying the 
methods of art history, this conference traces colour as 
a key player in the long history of rivalry and exchange 
between European traditions in architectural drawing and 
practice. 
Admission free.

PARENTHÈSE (DANSE)

CREATING HANSEL & GRETEL
By Christopher Hampson (in French, 90 mins)
Wed 9 november at 18:00
Join us for an exclusive talk by Scottish Ballet CEO/Artistic 
Director Christopher Hampson and Scottish Ballet dancers 
as they discuss the creation process behind the Company’s 
upcoming winter ballet Hansel & Gretel. Discover more 
about this  creation and hear first-hand from Scottish 
Ballet’s dancers about what it is like to perform in Scottish 
Ballet’s reinterpretation of this classic fairy-tale.
Admission free.

WINE AND GASTRONOMY 

AU PAYS DE RABELAIS
By Richard Bouglet & Yohann Roy (in French & 
English, 120 mins)
Thu 10 November at 18:00
Do you remember what was the name of the first wine you 
ever tasted in your life? Because Richard Bouglet does and 
is eager to make you try it! Originally from the Loire region 
like famous Renaissance writer Rabelais, he will explore 
the history and main features of wines that were once 
served on the tables of royal castles. 
Admission £25 (20). Please book in advance. 

FAMILY SATURDAY

PARIS EN GOMMETTES
By Emily Calme and Catherine Guiat
 (in French, 120 mins)
Sat 26 November at 14:00  
Ah la Tour Eiffel, l’Arc de Triomphe...We always have them 
in mind when thinking about Paris. But who can get tired 
of its fantastic monuments? Let’s follow the way paved 
by the great French architect and rediscover their works 
through a colourful sticker craft activity – perfect for the 
little fingers!
£4 per child / Parents go free.

MEMBERS 
ONLY

MEMBERS 
ONLY

In partnership with



SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER SEPTEMBER / OCTOBER / NOVEMBER/DECEMBER

CONFÉRENCE

ANTHROPOLOGY, LITERATURE 
AND THE PARADIGM OF THE LAST
By Emmanuelle Loyer (in English, 90 mins)
Thu 1 December at 18:00
Famous French historian Emmanuelle Loyer offers us 
a fascinating  talk on a variation on the theme of the 
‘last of the Mohicans’. Eye-witness  accounts and their 
historiographical circulation in the second half of the 
20th century revived an older Romantic conception of 
anthropology: recording the last vestiges of a bygone 
world and bringing it back to life in narrative form. 
Contemporary European literature is fond of staging this 
epistemological figure. 
Admission free.

PARENTHÈSE (ÉCONOMIE)

DANS LES COULISSES DE 
L’AÉROPORT DE GLASGOW 
By François Bourienne (in French, 90 mins)
Wed 7 December at 18:00
François Bourienne is sales manager at Glasgow airport.  
In his talk he will discuss marketing strategies, the 
opening of new air roads and how passengers are at the 
heart of the airport new successful policy.  
Admission free. 

WINE AND GASTRONOMY

QUELS VINS BOIRE À NOËL?
By Richard Bouglet & Yohann Roy (in French & 
English, 120 mins)
Thu 8 December at 18:00
As it is never too soon to get ready for Christmas and 
Hogmanay, Richard Bouglet has prepared a great selection 
of wines that go perfectly for these festive meals. Joyeux 
Noël! 
Admission £25 (20). Please book in advance. 

CINÉMA

LE PÈRE NOËL
By Alexandre Coffre
(2014, 80 mins in French with English subtitles)         
Tue 13 Dec at 18:00  / Wed 14 Dec at 13:00
Like every little boy on Christmas Eve, Victor is hoping to 
see Santa riding his sleigh… And indeed, he meets him! 
Or so it seems…. The Santa Claus he meets proves to 
be a professional thief, stealing jewels from rich flats in 
Paris. This improbable encounter gives birth to a moving 
friendship and for one night, they’ll become partners in 
crime, and friends.  
Admission free.

FAMILY PARTY

FÊTE DE NOËL
Sat 17 December from 14:00 to 17:00
Enjoy a full afternoon of activities in French with your 
little ones: short films, stories, crafts, games, songs, and 
a goûter de noël for the children whilst adults can treat 
themselves at Pâtisserie Maxime bistro concession.
£5 per child / Parents go free.

MEMBERS 
ONLY

In partnership with

FRANÇAIS D’ECOSSE

RÉUNION  D’ACCUEIL DE LA 
COMMUNAUTÉ FRANÇAISE
Mardi 18 octobre à 18:00
Tous les ressortissants français installés en Ecosse, 
familles, jeunes professionnels, étudiants, particulièrement 
les nouveaux arrivés, sont les bienvenus pour un moment 
de convivialité, d’information et d’échange d’expérience et 
de propositions. 
Entrée libre. 



REJOIGNEZ-NOUS !
Become a member of the Institut français and join the network 
of supporters of French language and culture in Scotland !

Full price member £30

Concession* £15

Family membership £40

Correspondents £100 / group of 10 people + 1 free 
(+ £10 / additional member)

for more infos and to sign up www.ifecosse.org.uk or call
0131 225 53 66 

* Under 18s/ Full-time student under 26/ French assistant/ French teachers/ 
Unemployed

2016/2017 Membership rates 

Your membership benefits:

> Full borrowing rights at the Institute’s library : 
Discover the latest French novels and films, read the magazines 
and borrow great albums for the kids…

> Reduced rates for cultural events and access to 
‘members only’ events :
Members-only events include monthly cinema screenings, 
family Saturdays and more.

> Automatic subscription to our free online library 
culturetheque.org.uk :
Access over 200 French newspapers and magazines and catch 
up with the recordings of most of our events, all for free and from 
your home!

> Plus many great discounts at our partners : 
Cinemas, restaurants, bookshops…just show your member’s 
card to get your special rate! Check our website or ask the 
Librarians for the full list of partners.

Become a correspondent !
If you are keen on animating a local group on French language 
and culture, why not becoming an Institut francais’ correspond-
ent? Set up a group of 10 or more (see price below) and benefit 
from our resources and our support to organise Institut Français 
events in your area or institution across Scotland.

http://www.ifecosse.org.uk



